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Abstract

Train Protection &Warning System (TPWS) is being
implemented on Indian Railways. This article exam-
ines some of the nuances of the implementation trying
to bring out various assumptions while designing the
TPWS implementation plan. It also presents a sam-
ple estimate for a model TPWS station for guidance.

1 Introduction

With the advent of high speed and high density Rail
Networks over IR, in order to ensure safety, it is
mandatory to implement ATP such as TPWS, TCAS
etc. As per the Action Plan 2022 issued by Railway
Board, TPWS (ETCS Level-1) system to be intro-
duced on 10,000 RKMs on IR by 2022. The need
of IR today is to quickly deploy a train protection
system with basic features of SPAD (Signal Passed
at Danger) protection and availability of informa-
tion of ahead signal for safe train operations during
foggy conditions. As an immediate priority, Auto-
matic Block Signalling Sections need to be covered
first with TPWS coverage since such sections have
higher chances of human errors on part of drivers
resulting into accidents as trains run closer to each
other.

TPWS will be provided on sections equipped with
Multi Aspect Colour Light Signalling and train driver
will follow Line Side signals as per prevalent operat-
ing rules. Provision of TPWS will be an additional
safety aid to the train driver to prevent consequences
arising out of Signal Passing at Danger (SPAD) and
to control train speed within specified limits.

The aim of this paper is to understand the as-
pects in speedy implementation of TPWS on IR.
This necessitates understanding basic concepts of
TPWS, preparation detailed estimates, tendering, ex-
ecution of works including testing & commissioning
and maintenance aspects. An attempt is made to
capture these aspects as far as possible so as to benefit
the IR Engineers who are engaged in implementation
of TPWS in their respective railway.

2 Need for ATP in Indian Rail-
ways

The TPWS system in IR is based on European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS-Level 1) tech-
nology that will create a signalling loop to warn train
drivers about the obstacles ahead, as well as control
the speed in case of emergency. The system will also
activate the train braking system automatically if the
driver fails to notice the warning signs, and help reg-
ulate speed if a train is travelling too fast on the ap-
proach to certain speed restrictions. TPWS primar-
ily offers additional safety in a fully automatic signal
circuit and comprises on-board computer consoles or
the Driver-Machine Interface. The system will be
connected to wireless track-side Balise devices that
employ electromagnetic induction and transmits the
aspect information of line side Signals to on-board.
A standard TPWS facilitates trains to run at maxi-
mum permitted speed and allows train drivers to slow
down and run at safe speed levels.

• The TPWS, which also reduces delays during
foggy weather, is a proven European train pro-
tection technology and deployed extensively on
world railways.

• TPWS has capability to control the speed of
train in accordance with the sectional permit-
ted speed and signal aspect ahead by automatic
actuation of brakes, in case loco pilot fails to do
so in time.

• Therefore, it mitigates safety risk of acci-
dents/collisions due to loco pilots error of signal
passing at danger or over speeding.

Though the works for TPWS are sanctioned for more
than 3300 RKMs over IR network as of now and
more than adequate funds are allotted, thanks to
DG(S&T), expeditious roll out of TPWS is a mat-
ter of concern for S&T department.

3 Sanctioned TPWS works in
Indian Railways

Indian Railways is working towards making the train
travel faster and safer in trunk routes by introduc-
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ing Train Protection and Warning System (TPWS)
on 3,330 RKMs at an estimated cost of Rs 2,000
Crores. The advanced accident prevention measure,
under which trains will be in constant communica-
tion with the signals through sensors installed on the
track side, will be implemented in two phases over
the next three-four years. The roll out plan for ATP
measures in Indian Railway Network as approved by
Board will be implementing the TPWS projects in a
phased manner.

• In the first phase, the implementation of TPWS
works has been taken up on 1,244 km route of
automatic signalling sections with EMU services
including Sealdah-Howrah-Khana section, Delhi-
Panipat section, Howrah-Kharagpur section and
Chennai Beach-Tambaram-Chengalpattu sec-
tion.

• In the second phase, the implementation of
TPWS on 2,086 km route has also been taken up
on high density routes including Delhi-Ambala-
Amritsar section, Ghaziabad-Tundla-Kanpur,
Kanpur-Mughalsarai and Agra-Gwalior sections,
Mumbai Central-Virar-VadodaraAhmedabad
section and Arakkonam-Jolarpettai section.

Currently, TPWS has been operationalised in
Chennai-Gummidipundi suburban section (S Rly),
Dum Dum-Kavi Subhash section of Kolkata Metro
Railway, Hazrat NizamuddinAgra Section (NCR) and
Basin Bridge-Arrakonam Section (S Rly).

4 Safety Features Achieved
with TPWS

The following Safety features can be achieved with
the implementation of TPWS in the existing Railway
Signalling system:

• Continuous monitoring of speed

• Prevention of SPAD (TPWS stops the train be-
fore Overlap)

• Speed Restrictions at turnouts

• Permanent Speed Restrictions

• Temporary Speed Restrictions

• Avoidance of Buffer Stop Collision

• Roll Back/Roll Forward Protection

5 Challenges faced in Imple-
mentation of TPWS

Right from the conception of the TPWS project,
there are lot of challenges faced by the executing
agency such as trenching and cable laying over the
entire busy suburban section, A & B routes. Added
to this, participation of OEMs in tenders who engage
sub-contractors at convenient rates is causing delay
in completion of project within agreed time scales.
Though there is way out for elimination of laborious
tasks like Cable trenching and laying works, by using
Radio Communication to transmit telegram data to
Infill Balise and also adapting current sensing meth-
ods for fetching the signal aspect inputs to LEU in-
stead of wiring the ECR relay inputs, RDSO is yet
to confirm the applicability of these practices in safe
manner.

5.1 Pre-tendering Stage

a) Detailed Estimate Preparation.

b) Approval of Definition of Single Similar work,
technical eligibility criteria, financial eligibility
criteria.

c) Waivals of PVC clause applicability as the TPWS
equipments are being imported.

5.2 Tendering Stage

a) Pre-Bid Conference.

b) Reply for Pre-bid Queries and issue of Corrigen-
dum.

c) Technical Bid Opening and Brief Note Vetting for
Technical Bid.

d) Confirmation of genuineness of technical creden-
tials from foreign railways.

e) Tender Committee minutes and finalization of
technically eligible Tenderer.

f) Financial Bid opening for the technically eligible
Tenderer.

g) Brief Note Vetting for Commercial Bid.

h) Tender Committee proceedings and finalization of
offer.

i) Award of Contract.
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Figure 1: Model TPWS Station

5.3 Post-tendering Stage

a) Prototype Trial Testing.

b) Inspection of materials at OEM premises.

c) Interoperability trials (Vendor Interoperability
and Version Interoperability).

d) Cable trenching and laying.

e) Construction for centralised and distributed huts
at stations/block sections.

f) Dynamic testing and trials.

g) Safety case evaluations.

6 Design Considerations &
Assumptions Estimation of
TPWS

Being an advanced signalling technology, there is lack
of knowledge among the staff which leads to a setback
while detailed estimate is being prepared. To bring
an uniformity in TPWS design all over Indian Rail-
ways and to ease the process of understanding the
items involved in detailed estimate, the following De-
sign rules have been followed in line with the RDSO
specification RDSO/SPN/183/2016 Ver. 3.0 or lat-
est, ERTMS SRS 2.3.0d , FRS 5.0. However these

are broad guidelines only and vary from railways to
railways based on local signalling arrangements such
as availability and type of spare ECR contacts and
location of ECR(at signal post/relay room/goomties
in block section), type of locos etc.

6.1 Balise Design Consideration

a) Every signal will have one Fixed Balise (FB) and
Switchable Balise (SB) -Controlled Balise Group.

b) Home Signal will have one FB+SB (Controlled
Balise Group) and Duplicate controlled balise
group. i.e. 2 set of FB+SB.

c) Main line signals will have one Infill Balise (Infill
Balise is a single Balise).

d) Distant Signal will have one Infill Balise and a
duplicate for Redundancy.

e) Calling-On Signals will have Repositioning Balise
(Fixed Balise) equal to the number of possible
routes which are unidirectional.

f) Independent Shunt Signal is provided with one
Control Balise Group.

g) 6 Nos of Fixed Balises considered for each Tempo-
rary Speed Restriction (TSR). Permanent Speed
Restriction (PSR) is achieved through LEU Pro-
gramming.
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h) One Fixed Balise will be provided at the start-
ing of the Sidings or Goods Lines as exit TPWS
Balise.

i) In Absolute Block Section (ABS), one Fixed Balise
will be provided at every 1 Km for Balise linkage.

6.2 LEU Design Consideration

a) Each LEU Unit has capability to take 12 inputs
(ECR inputs) and 4 outputs to drive Balises (may
vary from OEM to OEM).

b) Every Home Signal is provided with Duplicate
LEUs (i.e. 2 Nos) for redundancy.

c) Duplicate Switchable Balise provided at Home sig-
nals will be driven by different LEU other than the
LEU driving the main SB to achieve redundancy.

d) In Double Distant Signalling territory Distant Sig-
nal is provided with one LEU along with LEU
Cabinet (Distributed Location).

e) Maximum 2 Nos of LEUs can be accommodated
in one LEU Cabinet/Distributed Location.

f) Maximum 4 Nos of LEUs can be accommodated
in one LEU Rack.

g) LEU Racks are provided at TPWS Technical
Room (HUT) next to Relay Room.

h) LEU kept in the centralized huts for catering
the yard signals shall be combined in a line
wise manner as far as possible (UP+UP or
DOWN+DOWN) depending on the availability of
inputs in LEU.

i) One LEU can be used for minimum one signal and
maximum two signals depending on the number of
signal aspects.

6.3 Estimation of On-Board System

Each driving cab/ each driving position (where there
is only one cab in the locomotive having two driv-
ing positions) shall be provided with Drivers inter-
face to TPWS. Driver Machine Interface (DMI) shall
be based on CENELEC DMI/ERA DMI specification
(ERA ERTMS 015560) (LCD screen and soft keys).

7 Estimate for TPWS Model
Station

Figure 1 shows the model TPWS station for which
the TPWS estimate will be described in this article.

7.1 Assumptions For Estimation

a) Assumptions for Model Station: 4 Road D/L sta-
tion with double distant having 14 signals (2 Home
with Calling on, 2 Distant, 2 Advanced Starter, 5
Starters and 3 Independent Shunt Signals).

b) Typical estimate is prepared for D/L Auto-
matic/Absolute Block section of 100 RKM and 11
stations(10 Block sections)

c) Inter-signal distance in auto section: 1 Kms. 1 LC
Gate is considered in ABS section.

d) Station Section- 5 Kms. and Block Section- 5
Kms. ( approximately)

e) No. of Signals in Station yard-14, No. of Signals
in block section-10 (Up/Dn).

f) No. of LEUs per Station Section-9 to be provided
in hut next to relay room.

g) No. of LEUs per Auto block Section-10, where as
in ABS 2 for LC gate.

h) AUTO section: One Hut per station to accommo-
date 3 LEU racks and one Hut to accommodate
two LEU rack in block section. 2 LEU cabinets
also provided in block section.

i) ABS: One Hut per station to accommodate 3 LEU
racks and 2 LEU cabinets to accommodate LEUs
pertaining to LC Gate signal in block section.

j) LEU rack contains 4 LEUs to be kept inside the
huts.

k) The augmentation of existing power supply source
will be catered by provision of separate Mini IPS
at Stations/Auto-Section.

l) In Distributed locations power supply will be ex-
tended through power cable from nearby power
source with Back up arrangements.

m) Balise group (SB and IB) is considered for each
Signal.

n) Main Lines have IB and no IB for Loop Line. In-
dependent Shunt Signals provided are also covered
for TPWS. Infill Balise is considered at 500 mts
before of every signal in Auto Block Section.

o) Junction Boxes are provided for each switch-able
and infill balise for data cable termination.

p) Provided 1Km length power cable for each station
for extending power supply from Relay Room to
HUT.
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q) Considered 15km length data cable for every 4
road station. In Auto Section 25 Kms of 2 core
data cable provided for infill balise.

r) Provided 6 Quad Cable for Remote Monitoring
(RTU) connectivity.

7.1.1 Lumpsum Items - Assumptions

In addition to the above the following schedule of
items/works to be incorporated in the estimate

1. Testing and Commissioning ( Separate for Auto
and absolute sections)

2. Training of railway personnel in India and
abroad at OEM premises.

3. Site Survey (separate for Auto-Section and Ab-
solute block Section).

4. Hand Held Maintenance tools for trackside sys-
tem and On-Board system separately.

5. One Balise Equipment Programming Tool
(BEPT) considered per 100 RKM.

6. Remote Monitoring Arrangements: 1 CMU and
1 FEP for Data Logger connectivity at central
control room considered.

7. All the auto signals and LC Gate signals are pre-
installed with RTU arrangements and connected
to station Data Logger(and to central control
room).

8. 10% Spares are considered for On Board &
Trackside equipment and Cables.

9. Safety Case

10. One test and repair centre at zonal training cen-
tre/loco shed.

11. Miscellaneous tools for maintenance.

8 Conclusion

OEMs are now sure about their business in TPWS as
Indian Railways has taken policy decision for exten-
sive implementation of TPWS over IR network and
committed for expeditious roll out. However, due
lack of correct reference rates for realistic Detailed
estimate preparation, tender evaluation and finaliza-
tion becomes a cumbersome process for the Tender
committee leading to delay in awarding the contract.
However this is a temporary problem being sorted out
early as number of tenders opened/ under considera-
tion over IR is sizeable in number and cost.

The information / views expressed in this pa-
per is of the authors and are based on their
experience. Comments / observations may be
sent to the author at gopisingh123@rediffmail.com.
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